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Introduction and motivation 

This is a process document for SimSolid which details methods to use the program in the automotive industry.  In particular, the focus is 

on early design simulation of automotive subassemblies.  The methods are general enough that they can be implemented with any 

program where automotive sub-structures are designed and analyzed for normal modes and linear statics.

SimSolid Technology Overview 

Before getting into modeling details, it is important to consider who the software is designed for as well as what types of parts and 

assemblies are intended for up-front usage. 

First, SimSolid is intended to be used in the early stages of product development to assess design feasibility.  That means that it could 

be used by product designers, CAE analysts, or anyone else working in the early product design process.  It is also intended to be used 

for assembly-level solution.  In the case of assemblies and sub-assemblies that typically take some time to mesh and build a CAE 

model for, the time it takes to get a simulation result can lag behind the design process.  In general, the more parts in an assembly, and 

the higher complexity of parts to mesh, the better indication that SimSolid would be a good option.  SimSolid works for many different 

types of models, but the best benefits can be seen in areas where it is not simple to mesh and create an FEA model.  Certain quantities 

of interest, such as displacement and natural frequencies, can be predicted accurately more quickly, while others such as localized 

stresses require more advanced settings to achieve accuracy.  SimSolid is not intended to be used as a final design validation 

simulation tool. 

Finally, it is important to remember that SimSolid is a solids-based technology.  This means that care must be taken to make sure the 

geometry is input in the proper format to the program.  Surface- based input is not available for solution.  Certain script- based 

approaches can be taken to ensure that the data is in the correct format.  Also, note that SimSolid is only developed for Windows and 

should be set up on a Windows 10 computer, with at least 16 GB of RAM recommended.

Method Development and Stages 

All model builds in SimSolid will follow the essential steps of importing the geometry, creating some form of connections, setting up 

boundary conditions and load cases, and solving the analysis with varying amounts of adaptivity and refinement.  Finally, 

postprocessing is accomplished in the same user interface.  Those steps can be described as shown below. 

A) Preparation of the CAD model for SimSolid 

B) Importing the solid geometry such as sheet metal, frames, and bolts and material assignment 

C) Checking the imported geometry for errors 

D) Adding spot welds 
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E) Adding seam welds 

F) Adding adhesives 

G) Adding regular connections 

H) Adding other connection types 

I) Analysis setup – load cases, boundary conditions 

J) Model solution and refinement 

K) Postprocessing 

Through this series of steps, we implement a process for building models in SimSolid. We will spend some time on each aspect in 

detail. 

Stage A: Preparation of the CAD for SimSolid 

In this stage, physical geometry of the assembly or subsystem is prepared for SimSolid.  Starting from the native CAD file, the geometry 

can be reviewed to ensure that there aren’t any non-solid parts, such as midsurface data, or extra lines which are included in the file.  It 

is best to remove this from the final CAD file that will be imported into SimSolid.  Also, unconnected or unnecessary CAD parts in the 

assembly should be removed before export from the CAD file system.  As always, it will save time if only necessary parts are analyzed.  

The CAD needs to be placed in the proper position for analysis – SimSolid does not have CAD modification or translation 

capabilities. 

There are several ways to ensure all parts are solid- if the user is working in a system like CATIA, they might want to check the model 

and prevent surface data and lines from being exported.  One example script in HyperMesh is used to clean up geometry for SimSolid 

by notifying users which parts have surface data, etc. so that they can be removed or patched to solid bodies if required.  SimSolid also 

will skip parts which are surfaces or only contain lines or points on import and give a message so that the users know this data was not 

imported as it is not a solid. 

Stage B: Importing geometry into SimSolid and material assignment 

In this stage, the geometry is imported into SimSolid.  Connection-based geometry inputs will be discussed in the respective section. 

Before importing the geometry, the Geometry Import settings need to be selected.  

These are picked from the top menu bar in Settings.  There are options to control the 

resolution of the shapes that are imported, as well as a box to choose between the 

Parasolid and legacy geometry readers.  The Parasolid reader is the recommended 

starting place for most geometries. However, use the legacy reader if there are issues 

with the Parasolid reader.  On certain parts which are in STEP format, the legacy reader 

works much better. 

In addition to the geometry reader, another important parameter is the resolution.  This 

controls the relative detail in the facets that represent the geometry when it is loaded in 

SimSolid.  Three default options are available – Standard, Enhanced, and Fine, as well 

as a Custom option. The custom option allows finer control over the chordal and angular 

deviation in the facets that are created.  For modeling stamped sheet metal, the 

Enhanced option is recommended as a good starting place.  With the standard 

resolution and thin curved parts, sometimes the facets can overlap in a phenomenon 

called self-intersection, and it is necessary to avoid this. 

In SimSolid, users initially import an assembly into a Design Study when the option 

“Import File” is clicked, but it is possible to import parts into an existing assembly if one 

right-clicks on the Assembly in the Project Tree and selects “Import File(s)”.  This option 

is essential for working with larger models.  
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When the user selects the “Import Files" option, the same “Geometry Import settings” currently chosen take effect.  This 

allows one to change the geometry faceting as the model is built. 

For assignment of the material properties, CAD metadata can be used to link material properties to the parts.  If this is available, this is 

the recommended approach over manual assignment.  Manual assignment is an option available; but not recommended for assemblies 

more than 100 parts due to efficiency.  First, one needs to define the material names in the SimSolid material database, and then 

specify a custom metadata attribute in the Geometry import settings (shown in the window).  On import, the materials referenced in the 

metadata will be assigned in the file. 

Stage C: Checking geometry for errors 

In this stage, we go through the geometry and check for any type of errors that may have occurred when the model is created.  It is 

critical to check the geometry for errors.  The geometry check tools are located in the tree when the assembly is selected in SimSolid.  

There are three different types of geometry errors that can be examined from this window: Geometry defects, Part Overlaps, and Find 

Part Self-Intersections.  Part overlaps are more of an informational dialogue but can indicate that some change in the original CAD 

assembly might need to be made, if reviewed.  The Geometry defects and Self-Intersections are important, since if these are 

present in the model, it can lead to a solution error when advanced settings are used. 

In the Geometry Check tool, geometry defects are evaluated automatically.  There are several types that can occur: non-manifold 

segments, boundary segments, and orientation segments.  If any of these are found in the model, SimSolid will try to handle them 

automatically in the solution phase.  Sometimes it is necessary to fix the part geometry in the CAD system or change the faceting 

settings for SimSolid to remove them. 

 

Upon opening the Check Geometry icon, geometry defects and part overlaps will be shown. 

 

To check for self-intersections between parts, click on “Find Part Self-Intersections” and select parts in the model.  This will run a more 

detailed check to determine if the part representation is intersecting itself.  On parts with self-intersections found, the best practice is to 

try to import them again in SimSolid with an increased level of refinement.  To make sure the geometry is set up correctly, follow the 

procedure below after initially importing an assembly or adding parts to an assembly. 

Import Geometry 
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Check Geometry: 

If there are any Geometry Defects: 

• Investigate Geometry Defects by looking at CAD and changing SimSolid Geometry Import Settings 

• Import Modified Geometry/Settings and delete old Geometry 

Check Self Intersections 

If there are any Self-Intersections: 

• Investigate Self-Intersections by changing SimSolid Geometry Import Settings 

• Import Modified Geometry/Settings and delete old Geometry 

Following this method will save time in the long run due to errors with solution using advanced settings if any geometry defects are 

present in the model, especially after the connections are built. 

Stage D: Adding spot welds (if required) 

For sheet metal subassemblies, one of the first connections that need inclusion will be spot welds.  Spot welds in SimSolid are 

represented as connections between two thin parts which are implemented as a deformable connection.  The locations of the spot 

welds can be imported into SimSolid in a .csv file format.  It is also possible to click on the model and place them.  For assembly and 

program structure, it is recommended to use the .csv format to specify the X,Y,Z position location of the spotweld and an alphanumeric 

character in the fourth column of the csv file if there is a 3T weld connection.  To this end, a HyperMesh script has been implemented 

which takes the spot weld information from spheres in the CAD and creates a required CSV file for SimSolid.  The 2T vs 3T distinction 

is made based on the color of the weld sphere.  This same workflow could easily be modified for other inputs such as spotweld point 

data.  When the spot welds are successfully created in SimSolid, the two nearest parts to the are welded together based on a normal 

projection from the weld point. 

 

Spot weld creation with valid spotwelds in green in the table (left) and blue on the part (right). 

 

The spot welds show up in green in the dialog if they’re recognized successfully, red otherwise.  Unsuccessfully realized welds can be 

written to a csv file with the “Save CSV” option. 
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Spot welds will not be realized if: 

• The spot weld points are not within a default tolerance of the two points 

• The spot weld points are duplicated (duplicates will be removed in this case) 

Stage E: Adding seam welds (if required) 

Seam welds can be included in SimSolid simulations, and there are several ways to add them, including clicking manually in the model 

between a single part and other parts, groups of parts, on lines or edges, and creating seam welds from solid CAD representing the 

seam welds.  The most efficient way is to import and realize the CAD structures to seam welds.  A HyperMesh script has been 

implemented to facilitate this for building tubular CAD structures from line data in the original CAD model.  Similar automation can 

accomplish this provided tubular structures are imported to SimSolid.  In SimSolid 2020.1, the ability to create seam welds from .xml 

line data is included, which can make this more efficient. 

When the seam welds are realized, they are created as a prismatic structure which is a solid connecting the two parts and take the 

material properties from the surrounding parts (as of SimSolid version 2020.2, material can be assigned to seam welds directly).  Solid 

seam welds allow extraction of weld stresses. The image below shows an example of the seam weld CAD bodies and successfully 

realized seam welds in green. 

 

 Seam weld CAD (left) with successfully realized solid seam welds on geometry shown in green (right). 

 

Seam welds will not be realized from solids in the following cases in SimSolid: 

• The CAD body does not intersect two parts 

• The CAD body doesn’t overlap with an edge between two parts 

• The CAD body is not a tubular structure 

• There is a convex edge connection between two parts 
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Examples of seam weld CAD that would not be realized – the body is not connecting two parts (left), it is not on an edge between parts 

(center), it is on a convex edge (right). 

 

In these cases, seam welds will show up in the dialog in red if they are not created, or an error message.  At this point, it is necessary to 

review those welds and determine if any of the above criteria caused the weld to fail.  From SimSolid version 2020.1, it is possible to 

realize seam welds from an imported .xml format, which could be automated as well from line data in the original CAD model. 

Stage F: Adding adhesives (if required) 

Adhesives can be included in SimSolid as an additional connection type.  To model adhesives, users can either convert an existing 

regular connection to an adhesive one or realize adhesives from tubular structures in the CAD like seam welds.  In the case of tubular 

structures, the adhesive width and material property are assigned by the users.  For converting from a regular connection, the material 

property is assigned by the user.  In SimSolid, adhesives need to be connecting two parts by their faces, with a limited gap in between. 

The recommendation for building the model is to convert adhesives from solid tubular structures in the CAD that are imported.  Then, 

one can select adhesives by a keyword from parts in the model and realize from the structures.  Automation to build the tubular 

structures similarly to the seam welds has been put in place.  This allows more efficient generation of adhesives. 

 

Example of adhesive tubular CAD that will be realized (left) and the final adhesive representation (right). 

 

Adhesives will not be realized from solids in the following cases in SimSolid shown in the below figure: 

• The CAD body does not connect or overlap two parts 

• The CAD body is not a tubular structure 
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CAD that is not realized because it is not a tubular structure (left) and adhesive does not overlap multiple parts (right). 

 

In the case where there is no gap between parts for an adhesive which is defined, an adhesive will be created with a default minimum 

thickness. 

Stage G: Adding regular connections (including bolts) 

Regular connections are used to connect subassembly parts in SimSolid aside from the spot welds, seam welds, and adhesive 

connections.  This is the main method to add connections from the CAD geometry of the bolts within an assembly.  A recommended 

approach is to build these connections after seam and spot welds, and adhesives, since there is an option to “not connect welded parts” 

in the dialogue.  Regular connections can have a bonded, sliding, separating, or 

separating/closing connection status.  Separating and separating/closing connections 

require a nonlinear static analysis to be performed. 

Regular connections are implemented with a tolerance value for gap and penetration, and a 

refinement value.  Connections will be created between parts which are less than that 

distance apart and have less than that amount of penetration between them.  There are 

options to create automatic regular connections in the model between all parts, a single part 

and other parts, or groups of parts individually.  The automatic connection approach is 

recommended to start. 

Gap: determines allowable gap between parts to create a connection - using too high of a 

value in these fields will result in parts that are not touching to be modeled as contacting 

and/or over-stiffening the model. 

Penetration: determines the relative amount of penetration allowed to establish a 

connection between the parts. 

Connection resolution level: This defines the relative “discreteness” of the connection and can be set at three levels- the higher the 

level, the more refinement of the connection (more points), and more computation time necessary.  The number of connection points 

increases the resolution of the simulated boundary between the parts, whether it is a bonded, sliding, or other type of connection. 

Stage H: Adding special connection types 

In some assemblies; other connection types might be desired. For instance, there are special virtual connectors to model bushings, or 

joints, as well as rigid connections in an assembly.  Depending on the type of assembly, these connections can be used to link faces to 

apply options such as a remote support.  It is also possible to model various flexible joints and bushings for these cases. 

Stage I: Analysis setup – load cases and boundary conditions 
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In the final stage the model is solved.  Before submitting the model for a solution- it is important to check the model for “Disconnected 

Part Groups”.  In this stage, any part groups that are not connected need to be joined, either by creating further connections, 

suppressing unnecessary parts, or deleting them if not necessary in the analysis. 

Load cases and boundary conditions are set up once the analysis type, such as linear structural or normal modes, is defined, but there 

is one main limitation – it is not possible to apply separate boundary conditions to the same face. 

Stage J: Model Solution 

Solution settings play an important role for the analysis setup.  The default solution settings are “Adapt for stiffness” and “adapt for 

stress”.  A “Custom” option is also available which gives the following advanced options: 

Number of adaptive passes- this is the number of adaptive passes that SimSolid will go through to reduce error in the solution domain 

by the set of assembled equations.  The default value is 3 passes.  Increasing the number of passes will increase the maximum number 

of equations, CPU time, and relative accuracy. 

Adapt to features – this option is used for advanced stress analysis in areas such as fillets or cracks.  In these areas, special functions 

are used to build the approximations.  In each adaption the refinement is done these areas based on the maximum stress areas.  This 

option should be used when doing a detailed stress study.  It increases computational time due to the advanced set of functions which 

are defined in these areas (cracks, fillets, etc.). 

Adapt to thin solids – this option is used to improve the accuracy of the solution in thin curved solid structures such as sheet metal.  

The computational time can be increased highly when used.  However, it is recommended for accurate simulation of stiffness in sheet 

metal and injection molded parts. 

Group refinement – this is a setting to control the relative refinement in part groups by the number of equations.  There are three main 

levels- standard, increased, and high, which can be applied to different part groups.  It is best to start with standard refinement and 

increase in part groups where local deformations are expected. 

Local Part Groups – this allows the option to refine the solution settings on a local scale (as opposed to using default global settings).  

One way to think about this is to picture a “bounding box” around a particular group of parts.  Adaption settings are applied at that scale, 

rather than at the global scale of the whole assembly, when a local part group is set.  Define local part groups, and one can change the 

solution accuracy at the scale of the parts in that group.  This is to facilitate global-local modeling of assemblies with incomparable 

scale in magnitude (bolts vs. large steel frames for example).  By default, all parts in the assembly are in one global part group. 

An important note on the equation solution, which occurs in each pass of the solver after physics processing.  Here are some factors 

that increase the number of equations (and memory that is required): 

• Checking the adapt to thin solids option 

• Checking the adapt to features option 

• Increasing the number of passes 

• Increasing the refinement of the regular connections 

• Refinement of the parts from standard to higher resolution 

The solution information can be viewed by right-clicking on “Results” in the Project Tree.  An 

example of the solution information provided is shown here. 

Total runtime: total run time of the simulation 

Geometry processing: time to process the input geometry of the model.  The time is much 

higher if “adapt to thin solids” setting is selected in the solution. 

Physics processing: time to setup the physics 

Equations solution total: time to solve the equation sets 
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Results evaluation: time to build the response points for evaluation and evaluate the results.  In a single design study, if multiple load 

cases are run, this run time will be higher for the first subcase only. 

Max. number of equations: maximum number of equations in a pass, other passes have a lower amount of equations. 

Here is a common error message that can appear. 

 

This warning could be due to instability in the connections, or issues with the geometry, such as self-intersections.  Here, it is 

recommended to refine connections with lower number of points as well as investigate the geometry to make sure it is free of defects.  

Also, make sure that there isn’t any rigid body motion in the model.  One can check for disconnected groups of parts, and a modal 

analysis can be submitted to check for any rigid body modes. 

Stage K: Postprocessing 

This final stage involves postprocessing results/images and taking them for interpretation.  Here the main methods are results 

contouring, and outputting reaction forces at bolts and welds.  In the final stage of analysis SimSolid creates the “response mesh”, 

which is a mesh over the parts built specifically for contouring the results.  The results are not saved at these nodes but evaluated in 

real-time when a display plot option is selected for the result at that location in terms of the x, y, and z coordinates.  For example, if the 

result for displacement field in a portion of the model is u = 3*x^2, v = 3*x*y,  and w = x*y*z, then the displacement values for u, v, and 

w will be determined at the locations of the x, y, and z coordinates on the response mesh and contoured when Displacement X, Y, or Z 

is requested. 

Appendix A: Working with Large Models 

Here are some guidelines for working with larger models.   For viewing and setting up the model, it might be helpful to use wireframe 

only mode when the model exceeds ~10 million facets in size.  For solution, keep in context the size of the model as it is being built 

(number of facets).  Advanced solution settings and more passes require higher numbers of equations.  It is recommended to always 

use the maximum number of cores (it is set by default) unless computer resources are needed to accomplish something else while the 

model is solving. 

A significant benefit of the SimSolid technology is the ability to couple different solutions together so that they don’t need to be re-

solved.  For instance, the results in equation form of a thermal analysis can be used as temperature loads for a thermo-mechanical 

analysis.  This is also very useful for dynamic analysis, in that normal mode results, once computed, are used as input for the advanced 

dynamic analyses like frequency response. 

For reviewing results, remember that the response mesh quantities of interest are not pre-computed when loaded.  They are re-

evaluated from solution fields in x, y, z coordinates based on the equation set solution each time a new contour is clicked.  Therefore, 

for a larger size of response mesh, it can take much more time to query the results.  On large models, the user can only show parts of 

interest to contour only those parts. 

Appendix B: Solution Settings and Examples for Solution Sequences 

Here are some example solution times on an i7 processor laptop with 8 CPU on a simple welded subframe including seam welds and 

regular connections. The model has roughly 39 parts mostly comprising thin structures, and a similar number of seam welds.  Here, the 

modal and linear static analysis is shown with basic and detailed settings. 
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Example subframe assembly setup in SimSolid. 

 

The results for a free-free normal modes analysis are shown in the below table, where 15 modes are requested. 

Passes Thin Solids 
Geometry 

Processing 

Physics 

Processing 

Equations 

solution total 

Max. number 

of equations 

Total Solve 

Time 

First Mode 

(Hz) 

3 No 5 sec 6 sec 4 sec 79284 36 sec 47.0 

3 Yes 15 sec 36 sec 1 min 20 sec 819624 3 min 29 sec 39.9 

 

The first mode of the structure is substantially different when using “thin solids” option, which is recommended for accuracy on the thin-

walled structures.  Also, the presence of this option increases geometry processing, physics processing, and the size of the equations 

set substantially, in this case 10 times.  It is vital to keep this in consideration on this type of structure.  A similar test can be conducted 

with linear static analysis on the same frame for a torsional stiffness load case as is common in body structures.  Here are the results 

for a linear static analysis in another table below.  “Adapt for stiffness” is intended for general load path prediction; “adapt for stress” is 

for detailed stress analysis.  

Solution Settings 
Geometry 

Processing 

Physics 

Processing 

Equations 

solution total 

Max. 

number of 

equations 

Total Solve 

Time 
Peak Stress 

Adapt for Stiffness 5 sec 4 sec 0 sec (rounded) 56163  46 sec 89 MPa 

Adapt for Stress 26 sec 52 sec 21 sec 813237 3 min 0 sec 256 MPa 

 

From the results, it is apparent that the solution time and number of equations jump higher significantly when the ”adapt for stress” 

setting is used.  However, this gives very good accuracy relative to the “adapt for stiffness” option for stresses.  The “adapt for stiffness” 

option can be thought of as a check run to verify the parts are connected properly, etc. but for final stress studies is not recommended.  

One can increase the number of solution passes further (say to 5 or 6 passes) if the results are changing significantly with 4 passes. 

A nice benefit of SimSolid is the ability to perform dynamic analyses such as frequency response as well once a modal analysis is 

finished.  Here, a forcing function is defined and then using information from the modal analysis and applied loads, the frequency 

response is evaluated over the range of interest.  For results evaluation, the peak stress or displacement can be contoured, as well 

evaluating plots of the frequency response at picked points on the model.  In addition, it is possible to evaluate the dynamic reaction in 

supports and connections such as seam welds as shown. 
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Frequency response analysis force magnitude evaluation at solid seam weld locations. 

 

Advanced dynamic analyses are not discussed at length in this guide, but random response analysis and transient analysis are also 

supported solution types in SimSolid. 

Appendix C: Solution Convergence and Accuracy 

 

Solution accuracy is a key in any type of simulation validation.  If possible, it is best to correlate the results with test data directly.  

Where these are not available, a correlation with the existing methods used, such as FEA, can give an idea of the solution accuracy.  

SimSolid has been validated against analytical solutions and finite element methods in standard FEA by using NAFEMS standard 

benchmarks in areas such as statics, dynamics, and heat transfer analysis.  These are available from Altair upon request [1]. 

For a more detailed discussion on the methodology behind SimSolid, feel free to review the whitepaper on the SimSolid technology 

overview [2].  It gives a more detailed explanation on the methods behind SimSolid.  One example showing the applicability of SimSolid 

in the design of the prior subframe is shown.  In this case, a finite element model of the structure is built within HyperMesh and 

compared with the SimSolid results for a free modal analysis.  The model is built with a 2D shell plate and 1D beam model 

approximating the sheet metal parts, seam welds, and bolted joints. 
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SimSolid model (left) and finite element model (right). 

 

In the finite element model, a mesh size of 5 mm is used to model the parts after they are mid-surfaced.  Seam welds are created to 

create connections between parts at the locations of the model with angled/vertical quad shell elements and a 1D beam approximation 

is used for the bolts.  A comparison of time estimates between the two methods used is shown below.  Note that, the model setup of the 

finite element model takes significantly longer in standard FEA than in SimSolid, although solution time is comparable. 

Method 

Time to 

Mesh 

Model 

Time to Set 

up 

Connections 

Solution 

Time 

Total 

Time 

First Free-Free 

Mode Result 

Finite 

Element 

Analysis 

~ 15 min 1 ½ hr. 2 min 19 sec 1 ½ - 2 hr.  41.06 Hz 

SimSolid none 3 min 3 min 17 sec 5-10 min 41.58 Hz 

 

To do a more detailed correlation a solid element model of the FEA structure could be developed.  However, the meshing and solution 

time to obtain a hex mesh that is at least three elements thick through the thin parts to capture bending stiffness is quite high and not 

practical for every-day usage.  Therefore, SimSolid can be an attractive alternative for modeling these types of structures early in the 

design phase to reduce the total modeling time.  We have shown that SimSolid compares well with a standard shell-based meshing 

method on this type of structure.  In this case, the SimSolid settings are 3 adaptive passes, with the “adapt to thin solids” setting, and 

high solution refinement on the structure. 
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SimSolid (left) and FEA (right) first mode shape eigenvector displacement contour with a difference in frequency of 1.01% (41.06 Hz vs. 

41.58 Hz). 

 

Conclusion 

In this document we have outlined a general procedure for modeling automotive structures and subassemblies with SimSolid to reduce 

the design cycle time.  Some of the stages are not applicable to every subassembly, such as different types of connections, but the 

geometry preparation and checking, and solution settings are important for all. 

Here are some notable improvements to SimSolid in release versions: 

2020 

3D Solid seam welds 

2020.1 

Seam welds from lines (.xMCF based format) 

Reduction in equation solution time 

SSP file size reduced by ~50% and save/load times improved 

2020.x (unreleased) 

Fatigue analysis 

More detailed information about the functionality and use-cases of Altair SimSolid can be found in the product documentation [3] and 
the Altair website [4]. 
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